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Comment on “Energy Velocity of Diffusing Waves
in Strongly Scattering Media”

In a recent Letter, Schriemeret al. [1] report on the
measurements of the mean free paths (transport a
scattering), and the energy and group velocities of
suspension of glass beads immersed in water. By using
effective medium model [2] based on a spectral functio
approach, they can explain all of their experiment
results. In addition, they have criticized the recentl
introduced effective medium theory [3,4] based on th
principle of energy density homogenization.

It is well known [5] that effective medium theories such
as the coherent potential approximation (CPA ) calcula
the average of a given quantity associated with a rando
medium from a fictitious effective medium which is deter
mined by a self-consistency requirement. In convention
CPA approaches the effective medium is determined by d
manding that the forward-scattering amplitude,fs0d, of the
local difference between scattering and effective mediu
vanishes on average. Since such an approach concentr
on the average amplitude, i.e., the ballistic part of the wav
they become highly problematic in the regime of stron
scattering, i.e., when the wavelengthl of the incident wave
is comparable to the size of the scatterers.

To overcome these problems within an effectiv
medium model, we have explicitly chosen [3,4] th
averaged energy density homogeneity as the criterion
determining the effective medium. From this criterion
is clear the new effective medium theory is not a theo
for the average amplitude but for the average (diffus
intensity. Consequently, the new effective medium theo
does not suffer from the shortcomings of the convention
CPA. It has been applied to scalar, electromagnetic (EM
[3], and acoustic [4] wave propagation in random med
with many successes.

For scalar and EM cases, we obtain pronounced dips
the energy transport velocityyE as a function of frequency

FIG. 1. Energy transport velocityyE as a function of the
dimensionless frequencyk0a  vayc0 for acoustic waves,
propagating in a suspension of glass beats (of radiusa) in
water. fs is the volume fraction of the glass andc0 the sound
velocity in the water.
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for low volume fractions,fs, of high dielectric scatterers
[3]. For largerfs the dips are smeared out, as observed
several experiments. Schriemeret al. [1] concluded that
our new effective medium approach gives the wrong r
sults for acoustic waves, since their measurements indic
considerable structure inyE at high fs. However, their
setup corresponds to low dielectric scatterers in a high d
electric background. If we calculateyE for this inverse
geometry, we indeed find that for scalar, EM, and acous
waves, there is little structure inyE for low fs and asfs

increases pronounced dips develop. In Fig. 1, we prese
the results ofyE as a function of frequency for the acoustic
case for three concentrations, confirming that the beha
ior observed by Schriemeret al. [1] is qualitatively repro-
duced. In addition, the new effective medium theory give
the correct long-wavelength limit for the effective dielec
tric constantee for both the scalar and EM cases.

Sheng and collaborators [1,2] calculated the effectiv
medium by finding the maximum of the imaginary part o
the effective Green’s function, the so-called spectral fun
tion. However, finding this maximum, although physically
very reasonable, is only an “ansatz” like the new effectiv
medium theory [3,4] and has not rigorously been derive
from a microscopic theory. In conclusion, we feel ther
is no unique self-consistent way for determining the opt
mum effective medium. Existing approaches [2–4] hav
many successes and some shortcomings, as shown by c
ful comparison of their results withall existing experi-
mental data at various frequencies. Thus, the most int
esting open problem is to establish a detailed microscop
basis for these effective medium theories clarifying the
relative advantage and obtaining systematic corrections
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